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SIP is the most important VoIP protocol and OpenSIPS is clearly the open source leader in VoIP platforms based on pure SIP. The whole telecommunication industry is changing to an IP environment, and telephony in the way we know today will disappear in less than ten years. SIP is the protocol leading this disruptive revolution and it is one of the main protocols on next-generation networks. While a VoIP provider is not the only kind of SIP infrastructure created using OpenSIPS, it is certainly one of the most difficult to implement.

This book will give you a competitive edge by helping you to create a SIP infrastructure capable of handling tens of thousands of subscribers. You can extend the examples given in this book easily to other applications such as a SIP router, load balancing, IP PBX, and Hosted PBX as well. This book is an update of the title Building Telephony Systems with OpenSER.

The book starts with the simplest configuration and evolves chapter by chapter teaching you how to add new features and modules. It will first teach you the basic concepts of SIP and SIP routing. Then, you will start applying the theory by installing OpenSIPS and creating the configuration file. You will learn about features such as authentication, PSTN connectivity, user portals, media server integration, billing, NAT traversal, and monitoring. The book uses a fictional VoIP provider to explain OpenSIPS. The idea is to have a simple but complete running VoIP provider by the end of the book.

What you will learn from this book

	Identify how SIP transactions are routed including initial and sequential requests
	Accelerate the processing of SIP sequential requests with the help of Loose Routing
	Install OpenSIPS in a Linux platform and integrate a media server such as Asterisk
	Acquire authentication and persistency by enabling a MySQL back-end for OpenSIPS
	Administer the server with the help of graphical web interfaces such as OpenSIPS control panel and serMyAdmin
	Connect to a PSTN gateway to send and receive calls
	Enable dynamic dial plans and routing by using the DIALPLAN module DROUTING module
	Traverse NAT using STUN and TURN
	Bill your costumers or simply check your expenses by generating CDRs (Call Detail Records)
	Monitor your SIP infrastructure to keep it running smoothly


Approach

This is a practical, hands-on book based around a fictitious case study VoIP Provider that you will build on a development server using OpenSIPS 1.6. The case study grows chapter by chapter, from installing your local development server, right up to the finished VoIP provider.

Who this book is written for

This book is for readers who want to understand how to build a SIP provider from scratch using OpenSIPS. It is suitable for VoIP providers, large enterprises, and universities.

Telephony and Linux experience will be helpful but is not essential. Readers need not have prior knowledge of OpenSIPS. This book will also help readers who were using OpenSER but are now confused with the new OpenSIPS.
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Pro SharePoint 2013 Branding and Responsive Web Development (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Pro SharePoint 2013 Branding and Responsive Web Development is the definitive reference on the technologies, tools, and techniques needed for building responsive websites and applications with SharePoint 2013.  The book focuses on solutions that provide the best browser experience for the myriad of devices,...
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JavaScript CookbookO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Problem solving with JavaScript is a lot trickier now that its use has expanded considerably in size, scope, and complexity. This cookbook has your back, with recipes for common tasks across the JavaScript world, whether you’re working in the browser, the server, or a mobile environment. Each recipe includes reusable code and...
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Developing Visual Studio .NET Macros and Add-InsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Learn how to supercharge Visual Studio .NET with this in-depth guide to creating customized macros and add-ins
Whether you simply need to automate a repetitive task or make a full-scale improvement to Visual Studio .NET, Jeff Cogswell will quickly teach you how in this comprehensive book. You’ll find all the tools necessary to create...
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Synthesis of Organometallic Compounds: A Practical Guide (Inorganic Chemistry: A Textbook Series)John Wiley & Sons, 1997
This book provides an overview of the chemistry of each metal including the synthesis and handling of its important organometallic compounds. It is essential for the students of organic and inorganic chemistry to know the basic syntheses used in organometallic chemistry in order to design their own pathways. The book is divided into two parts:...
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BigNum Math: Implementing Cryptographic Multiple Precision ArithmeticSyngress Publishing, 2006
The origins of this book are part of an interesting period of my life. A period that
saw me move from a shy and disorganized young adult, into a software developer
who has toured various parts of the world, and met countless new friends and
colleagues. It all began in December of 2001, nearly five years ago. I started a
project...
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MEMS-based Circuits and Systems for Wireless Communication (Integrated Circuits and Systems)Springer, 2012

	Over many years, RF-MEMS have been a hot topic in research at the technology

	and device level. In particular, various kinds of mechanical Si-MEMS resonators

	and piezoelectric BAW (bulk acoustic wave) resonators have been developed. The

	BAW technology has made its way to commercial products for passive RF filters,

	in particular...
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